
 

 

IFPAC2001Ad-hoc NeSSI and Connectivity Meeting 
Tuesday  Jan 23, 2001     6:30 PM 

 Ossabaw Room 
 
NeSSI CD to contain: 
 
− info gathered from last year's activities 
− papers from IFPAC 2001 
− draft version of SP 76  
 
Will distribute to everyone who handed in a business card. 
CPAC will co-ordinate getting the CD out. 
 
 
COMPONENTS  
Need bill of materials, list of components, specs Dave Sorenson 

Tescom 
Could getting a purchasing agent involved help to expedite development? Meeco 
Is i.s. OK, or Div 1 / Zone 1 needed? What are certification requirements? 
− i.s. OK but would need more power for flow controllers than i.s. allows 

Kelley Bell 
− ABBA 

Are we looking for off-the-shelf items? 
− yes: some already available, but we need new to be developed 

??? 
− Dubois 

Need definition of form factor 
− it's SP 76 
Is that big enough? NB Parker have some 2¼" requirements 
− can extend over more than one substrate if required 
− SP 76 has 1½"; 1⅛" is an option; could add 2¼" option if needed 

Fisher/R'mount 
− Dubois 
Fisher/R'mount 
− Swagelok 
− Podkulski 

Need to formally solicit industry views - right now it's word of mouth BP Amoco 
 
 
ELECTRICAL  
Meeting at Pittcon 
− how to connect into units 
− fibre optic / wireless / electrical 
− Bluetooth 
− heating manifold 

Dubois 

Could the substrate include the power and signal bus? Fisher/R'mount 
Intertec could be the source for the heating supply � UL, CSA & CENELEC 
capable 
− also Bartek, Stahl, MTL, P+F. Don't forget others could have the 

knowledge we need 

??? 
− ??? 

We will participate in Pittcon meeting Fisher/R'mount 
If to be truly modular, then power and signal bus needs to be in the standard ??? 
Need standardisation on signal: analogue or digital 
− plan on digital 

ABBA 
− Dubois 

 
 
SENSORS  
How big is the market?  
− need end-users to come forward and make a commitment to purchase 

Dubois 
− van Vuuren 

What analysers now are good candidates for this format? 
− pH, moisture, conductivity, oxygen � 

van Vuuren 

How to fit fibre optic probes into the manifold? 
− diffuse reflectance probes should fit easily 

 
− ?? 

Maybe need longer path lengths for spectrometers 
− can extend over more than one substrate if required 

Axiom? 
− Swagelok 

How about a future IFPAC session: sensors meet the substrate? Dubois 
We will participate in Pittcon meeting Ocean Optics 



 

 

− go for a workshop approach? 
There are two classes of sensor: PTF and the analyser sensor ??? 
We need to control PTF: these aren't just passive sensors! ABBA 
Compare to other industries (pneumatics, automobile,�). We need contacts ??? 
Do these systems have to run at max speed when plant is at steady state? Henslee 
 
 
COMMUNICATIONS / CONNECTIVITY  
TCP/IP is a very common approach - chips and software already exist ??? 
Admin of comms / DCS gateway / bandwidth issues 
− already have TCP/IP tools - adapt VBA enabled client? 

Braun&Lubbe 

Like the idea of the domains explained in PV2 model - keep the domains 
separate 

BP Amoco 

Need agreement on distribution of data in the DCS and O&M domains ABBA 
Decide exactly what to communicate and where Orbital 
What to communicate? File formats, protocols,� 
− that's how, not what 

BP Amoco 
??? 

Inter-operability vs peaceful coexistence - tough to do inter-operability as first 
objective 

van Vuuren 

Vendor needs to have a clear spec of user requirements Agilent 
Need consensus from end users ??? 
Need to write a functional spec ??? 
Use similar approach to the NeSSI - produce a spec and do a paper exercise 
to determine what is available, what needs to be developed 

Swagelok 

Could we put some common money into a pool to pay for some demo 
software development? 

??? 

Need a session - at CPAC? ??? 
CPAC will help the effort. Maybe have an interactive section on the web-site Mel Koch, CPAC 
 


